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Abstract 
D u ~ n g  numerous contacts with a satellite each day, spacecraft analysts must closely monitor real time data 
watching for combinations of telemetry parameter values, trends, and other indications that  may signify a 
problem or failure. AS the satellites become more complex and the number of data items increases, this 
task is becoming increasingly difficult for humans to perform a t  acceptable perfomance levels. At the 
NMA G d d a r d  Space Flight Center, fault-isolation expert systems are in operation supporting this data 
monitoring task. Based on the lessons learned during these initial efforts in expert system automation, a 
new domain-specific expert system development tool named the Generic Spacecraft Analyst Assistant 
(&nSMk), is being developed to facilitate the rapid development and reuse of real-time expert systems to 
serve as fault-isolation assistants for spacecraft analysts. Although initially domain-specific in nature, this 
powedul tool will readily support the development of highly graphical expert systems for data monitoring 
purposes throughout the space and commercial industry. 

Introduction 
NMKs Ead11-orbiting scientific satellites are becoming increasingly sophisticated. They are operated by 
highly trained personnel in the mission's Payload Operations Control Center (POCC). Currently a t  the 
Gddard  Space Flight Center (GSFC), missions utilize either a dedicated control center (e.g., 
the Hubble Spaee Telescope) or share resources in the Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center (e-g., 
Cosmic Backpound Explorer and the Gamma Ray Observatory). In either case, POCC personnel called 
Flight Operations Analysts (FOAs), are responsible for the proper command, control, health, and safety of 
the satellite' [31. 

The satellite control centers operate round-the-clock throughout the lifetime of the spacecraft. There are 
typically multiple real-time communications events daily with each satellite. During these events, the FOAs 
must: 
- establish and maintain the telecommunications link with the spacecraft, 
-monitor the spacecraft's health and safety, 
- send commands or command loads to the satellite for on-board execution, 
- oversee the transfer of the scientific data from the on-board tape recorders to ground systems for 

processing and analysis, and 
- manage spacecraft resources (including on-board memory, batteries, and tape recorders). 

To accomp%ish these activities, the analyst must thoroughly understand the operation of the spacecraft and 
ground systems and continuously monitor the current state of operations as indicated by telemetry parame- 
ters displayed on the POCC consoles. During an event, the analyst typically monitors hundreds of telemetry 
parameter values on multiple display pages that  may be updated several times per second. Such large 
volumes of low-Bevel information can overwhelm analysts and disrupt their ability to identify and resolve 
conflicting constraints. They may soon be unable to consistently monitor all of the information available. 
The need to automate some data monitoring functions is apparent. 

Expert system technology is proving to be effective in automating some spacecraft monitoring functions. 
This paper first summarizes CLEAR, the first real-time spacecraft monitoring expert system deployed a t  
GSFC. The? paper then reviews several lessons learned from CLEAR and other monitoring and fault isola- 
tion expert system projects undertaken a t  GSFC, thereby establishing the foundation of a domain-specific 
expert system development tool called the Generic Spacecraft Analyst Assistant (GenSAA). This new tool 
will be introduced followed by a discussion of its capabilities, architecture and benefits, its potential uses in 
industry, and the approach for adapting this tool to other domains. 

1. This paper is based on a previous publication by Hughes, P. & Luczak, E. (October, 1991), reference 3. 



Figure 1. Black & VVhite Photo of the CLEAR User Interlace 

: Breaking New Ground 
The Communications Link Expert Assistance Resource (CLEAR) is the first operational elaped system at 
GSFC that  automates one of the spacecraft analyst's tasks [21. I t  is a fault-isolation expert sysbm that 
supports real-time operations in the POCC for the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) mission. C L E m  
monitors the communications link between COBE and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), alerts 
the analyst to any problems, and offers advice on how to correct them. 

CLEAR is a forward chaining, rule-based system that  operates in the COBE POCC. I t  monitors over 100 
real-time performance parameters that  represent the condition and operation of the spaieecraft"~ 
communications with the relay satellite. Using this information, together with knowledge of T D B  
operations, COBE's on-board communications system and the expected configuration of the scheduled event, 
CLEAR accurately portrays the status of the communications link. 

Textual and graphical information about the condition of the COBE/TDRS/ground commuraieations links is 
displayed in a tiled-window format (Figure 1). A graphics window displays the elements of the 
communications network from the COBE Spacecraft to the POCC; green lines represent healthy links 
between elements. When the performance parameters indicate that  a communications link or processing 
system is degrading or down, the associated line or icon turns yellow or red, respectively. The display 
enables analysts to assess the current status of the communications event in a quick glance. 

When CLEAR isolates a problem, a short description of the problem is displayed in the "problems" window. 
If multiple problems are found, the problem descriptions are ranked and displayed in descending order of 
criticality. CLEAR suggests analyst actions to correct the problem; however, the system does not take any 
corrective action itself. 

To further assist the analyst and to provide support for its advice, the CLEAR system proGdes an 
explanation facility. When the analyst selects a problem displayed in the problems window, C L E m  
provides a detailed explanation of why the expert system believes that  the problem exists. 

CLEAR has  approximately 165 rules and isolates approximately 75 different problems. The types o f  
problems include: non-reception of data within the control center (system or communication proHlems, or 
data reporting not activated); misconfigurations between the COBE POCC and the T D m  @orand station 
(coherencylnon-coherency, doppler compensation onloff, power mode, actual TDRS in use, antennae 
configurations); discrepancies in telemetry rate or format; inactive or non-locked links; and deeading or 
critical signal strength situations [61. 



C L E m  operates on any of the seven PCIAT-class workstations that  are used for console operations in the 
POCC. It is written in the '6' language and uses the 'C' Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) 
and a custom-developed graphics library. 

The C L E m  ExperG System has  supported the COBE Flight Operations Team since launch in November 
1989. It is used to monitor nearly all of the TDRS supports (COBE occasionally communicates directly to 
the Wallops gsound station) and is regarded a s  the fault-isolation "expert" for the COBEITDRS telecommuni- 
cations link. CLEAR represents a successful attempt to automate a control center function using an  expert 
system. Slt has  been adapted for the Gamma Ray Observatory and was utilized during early orbit. 

Several imporhnt lessons have been learned from the experience gained in developing and operating 
C L E m  121, Key lessons have also been learned from other monitoring and fault isolation expert systems 
developed recently a t  GSFC, including the Ranging Equipment Diagnostic Expert System (REDEX) [51, and 
other systems. These lessons learned have strongly influenced the definition of GenSAA. 

fault-isolation in spacecraft operations. Production rules provide a direct method of encoding the 
fault-isolation knowledge of spacecrafl analysts; the if-then structure closely parallels the stimulus-response 
behavior that  they develop through extensive training. This knowledge can be translated smoothly into rule 
f o m .  The development of CLEAR would have taken much longer using conventional, non-rule-based 
p r o ~ a m m i n g  techniques. 

Early in CLEAR'S development, the 
sition effort. However, the knowledge 

e n @ n e e ~ n g  task was found to be relatively straightforward, albeit time-consuming. The development of the 
rule base was a lengthy process due to the interactive nature of the knowledge acquisition. Basically, the 
exped would describe a specific piece of knowledge to the "knowledge engineer" who would attempt to 
transcrib it into a rule and pass i t  back to the expert for validation. When the rule accurately represented 
the piece 06 knowledge (which usually took multiple iterations between the expert and the knowledge 
en@neer), i t  was passed to the test team for formal testing, and then, finally, released for operational use. 

The involvement of various players in this process resulted in long turnaround times from the point a t  which 
a. piece of knowledge was determined to be important until i t  was translated into a rule and placed into 
operation. It was recognized that  an integrated tool that  simplified modifications to the knowledge base or 
user intendrace could significantly accelerate this process. 

i l ~  . The CLEAR development team learned 
that ployed by the FOAs is  shallow (i.e., the 
identification o f  a problem generally does not rely on the identification of other subproblems, and so on). 
Most of the problems identified by the analysts were discrete problems that  seldom overlapped other 
problems. Conflicts between rules were minimal; this simplified testing, verification, and validation of the 
rulebase. 

The padidpalion of the analyst in knowledge acquisition and translation has many advantages. First, i t  
can reduce the knowledge translation time and, more importantly, reduce knowledge translation errors that  
occur when a knowledge engineer formulates rules based on the knowledge extracted from documentation or 
i n t e ~ e v v s  with the domain expert. Second, the verification and validation of the knowledge will be 
fa"Encilih;a$ed since the expert will better comprehend the rulebase. Third, the in-depth understanding of the 
knowledge base and i ts  capabilities is likely to result in a higher degree of user confidence in the system 
thereby e n s u ~ n g  user acceptance. 

e . For CLEAR, the rule-based method 
of knowledge representation has provided the flexibility to easily adapt the knowledge base to unforeseen 
changes in the operational behavior of the spacecraft. For example, even though the operational nature of 
COBE was fairly accurately understood by the design engineers and flight operations team before the 
launch, slight behavioral variations and complications arose once the spacecraft was in orbit. Although the 
FOAs were able Lo adjust to such variations quickly, some of the ground systems required complex software 
modifications. Hiowever, the changes required to CLEAR'S rule-base were simple and quickly implemented. 



After modification, CLEAR provided consistent operational assistance. I t  is imporlant to (proide the 
capability to modify an operational expert system in a controlled, yet straightforward way. 

e . One of the most valuable lessons learned is that while 
prototypes can often be developed rapidly, operational expert systems require considerable ego&" A majors 
factor in this effort is the difficulty of interfacing the expert system to the data source. 

The CLEAR development team learned that most of the development time for the operational system was 
spent on issues not directly related to the construction of the knowledge base. A surprising amount of eflort 
focused on the integration of the expert system with the data source and graphics display system. This 
required in-depth programming knowledge of the interfacing systems and the ability to troubleshoot prob- 
lems within them. Provide tools to simplify the complicated task of integrating the expert system with the 
interfacing systems and, if possible, reuse any interface code developed for a similar (expert) syskm. 

e The human-computer interface is frequently the most underdeveloped 
component of an expert system. An effective user interface is inviting, comprehensible, credible, and simple 
Lo operate. To make it inviting, simplify the display layout and present only that information needed to 
efficiently perform the task. Graphics can greatly enhance the visual communications of a system; capitalize 
on their expressive power to provide system output that can be assimilated quickly and accurately. 

B . Users have responded vem positively 
to the use of schematic displays that graphically represent system status and fault locations. Analysts and 
technicians usually learn about the systems they monitor by studying system block diagpams in training 
classes and reference manuals. By using similar block diagram displays, a m o n i b ~ n g  expert system can 
present status to the user in a familiar and intuitive format. Color coding of status conditions on such 
displays has been found to be an effective way to present succinct status summaries. 

Operation of the expert system should be simple enough that the user 
can concentrate on the problem, not on how to operate the system. The following techniques were applied in 
CLEAR and REDEX to simplify operation: 
- . CLEAR operates in a highly autonornous mode; no user input is 

required after system initialization. CLEAR has been well-accepted by its users, par$ially because it 
operates as an independent intelligent assistant, allowing the spacecran analyst to Focus on other 
responsibilities during real-time satellite contacts. 
- These techniques El] enable the expert system user do quickly select and 

display desired diagrams by clicking on link buttons that appear on each diagram. Links can be used to 
create diagram hierarchies, off-page connections, diagram sequences, and other structures. 

These lessons learned have actuated the definition and development of GenSAA. 

Overview 
GenSAA is an advanced tool that will enable spacecraft analysts to rapidly build simple yet highly maphical 
expert systems that are capable of performing real-time spacecraft monitoring and fault isolation functions. 
Expert systems built using GenSAA will assist spacecraft analysts during real-time operations in spsacecrafi 
control centers. The use of GenSAA will reduce the development time and cost for new expelrk, systems in 
this domain. GenSkA will allow graphical displays and fault-isolation knowledge to be reused from mission 
to mission. 

Expert systems developed with GenSAA will have the following characteristics: 
a - The process for developing specific expert systems using G n S M  wi17 be 

straightforward enough that i t  can be perfomed by trained spacecraft analysts on the flight operations 
team. No compilation step is necessary before executing the expert system. 

e GenSAA will support the use of rules to represent spacecraft and payload msnibfing and 
fault isolation knowledge. Rule-based representations are easily learned and can be used to describe many 
of the reasoning processes used by spacecraft analysts. 

B - The GenSkA operational user interface will support both textual and vaphical 
presentations of health and status information and fault isolation conclusions. GenSAA user intedaces are 
built with the GenSAA WorkBench which uses the X-window toolkit and the Motif widget set. HserIink 



techniques will be supported to simplify navigation between GenSAA windows. 
#I Initially, GenSAA will be used to create expert systems 

that will suppofi analysts in spacecraft control centers that use the new Transportable Payload Operations 
Control Center (TPOCC) architecture. TPOCC is a new Unix-based control center system architecture that 
will be used on many new spacecrafk missions a t  GSFC. GenSAA will be adaptable Lo also support 
non-TPOCC data interfaces. 

e GenSAA expert systems will be driven by real time spacecraft telemetry that indicate the 
cument status of the spacecraft and its operation. 

G n S M  is being developed as a generic tool to support the development of expert systems in any 
TPOCC-based control center such as SAMPEX, WindIPolar, SWAS, SONO, and others. However the initial 
use o f  GenSM will be targeted for the SMEX and ISTP series of missions. SAMPEX flight operations team 
members have expressed a need for a tool like GenSAA, and the launch timeframe for S m P E X ,  the first 
SMEX mission, is compatible with the GenSAA development schedule. 

GnSAQ is an advanced, domain-specific tool for developing spacecraft control center expert systems. I t  is 
analogous to many commercial expert system shells because i t  facilitates the development of specific expert 
systems. However, GenSAA is tailored to the specific requirements of spacecraft analyst assistant expert 
systems in TPOCC control centers. 

Q n S U  operates in the TPOCC environment and shares many of TPOCC's architectural features. The 
TPOCC architecture is based on distributed processing, industry standards, and commercial hardware and 
soRware components. It  employs the clientkerver model of distributed processing, the Network File System 
(NFS) protocol for transparent network access to files, and the X Window System (X.11) with the Motif li- 
brary and window manager for the graphical operator interface. A TPOCC configuration consists of a small 
set of specialized front-end processors and Unix-based workstations on an Ethernet network using the 
TCPi1P network protocol. GenSAA operates in this environment. 

Figure 2 shows the major elements of GenSAA. They are divided into two sets: the GenSAA Workbench and 
the G n S M  Runtime Environment. The Workbench is used in an off-line mode to create a specific C;enSkA 
Expert System and the Runtime Environment is used to execute the GenSAA Expert System to support 
real-time operations in a spacecraft control center. These elements are described in the sections below. 

The GenSM Workbench 
The GenSGA Workbench is composed of three utilities that enable a spacecraR analyst to create a GenSAA 
expert system. A GenSAA expert system is a specific expert system that performs real-time monitoring and 

Figure 2. The Elements of GenSAA 
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fault isolation functions in a TPOCC spacecraft control center. 
The GenSAA Workbench will operate in an off-line mode on a Unix workstation. A GenSAA expert system is 
created by defining the expert system's runtime specifications using the GenSAA Workbench. Figure 3 
illustrates that these specifications, called Reusable Application Components, together with the GenSAA 
Runtime Components, compose a GenSAA Expert System. The GenSAA Workbench utilities are as  follows: 

Data- This utility is used to create the Data Interface Specification for a GenSAA expert system. 
The Data Interface Specification defines four types of data that are used by the GenSAA expert system 
during real-time operations: 

-Mission data- Mission data variables represent real-time status of the monitored spacecraft and related 
ground support systems. (mission variables are sometimes called telemetry mnemonics.) Values for these 
variables are received and updated during spacecraft operation periods from the TPOCC Data Server 
process, which is part of the TPOCC software. Using the Data Manager, the GenSAA Workbench user 
selects the mission variables needed for the expert system being created from a list of all the mission 
variables available from the TPOCC Data Server. Values for only those variables selected will be received 
by the expert system during run-time. a 

- User-defined data- User-defined data variables represent expected operating modes and equipment 
configurations. For example, a user-defined data variable might represent the setting of a switch that 
determines which of two redundant components is to be used. Values for these variables are entered by the 
spacecraft analyst during spacecrafk operation periods. 
- Inferred data- Inferred data variables represent conclusions inferred by rules in the rule base. For 

example, an inferred data variable might represent the health or fault status of a component in a spacecrafk 
subsystem. (The name of an inferred data variable together with its current value is called an inferred fact.) 
Values are assigned to these variables by actions executed in the "then" part of rules that fire. 

-Externally Generated GenSAA (EGG) data- EGG data consists of Inferred and User-Defined data which 
is identified by the user as  being "public". These data are routed to the GenSAA Data Server to make them 
available to any process requesting them by name. For example, one GenSAA expert system may require 
information about the status of a subsystem which is being monitored by another GenSM expert system. 
Such inter-expert system communication is conducted through EGG data. 

Rule Builder- This utility is used to create the rule base for a GenSM expert system. The rule base is a 
set of expert system rules in "condition-action" ("if - thenn) format that may infer new facts based on 
currently asserted facts. The inference engine controls the firing of rules in the rule base during execution of 
the GenSAA expert system. 



Dufing n~n-time, if all the conditions of a rule are satisfied, then the rule fires and all its actions are 
pedomed. Conditions can be constructed using the mission, user-defined, and inferred data variables 
specified with the Data Manager. Actions may include: assertinglretracting an inferred fact, 
enabbngIdisabIing a rule or ruleset, performing a mathematical calculation, and displaying text messages on 
the user intesace. Templates are provided for specifying conditions and actions thereby allowing a user Lo 
build rules quickly using drop-and-drag techniques. 
e This utility is used to create the User Interface Specification for a GenSAA expert 
system. The User Interface Specification defines the user interface windows and the layout and behavior of 
the paphicall objects that comprise the operational user interface of the GenSAA expert system. 

The Workbench user can use a variety of X-toolkit and Motif widgets, including pushbuttons, option menus, 
scrolling text lists, user-created graphical icons, and dab-driven objects such as meters and gauges. The 
desiper  conshsmcts a user intedace by selecting graphical objects from a palette or drawing them with the 
paraphies tools provided and placing them wherever desired. Lines can be drawn using connector items to 
crelab animahd schematic diagrams. The Workbench user can associate each graphical object with a 
mission, user-defined, inferred data, or EGG variable, and speci& how changes in the value of the variable 
will afleict the presentation of the item. Characteristics of a graphical object's behavior that can change 
based on thmvalkae of its associated data variable include its color, the icon displayed, and the position of the 
dynamic podion of a data-driven object. Simple drawing editors are provided to allow the creation of new 
paphicaal icons. Any graphical object can also be specified to be a hyperlink button; clicking on such a 
button during mn-time can cause a window to be displayed, or cause an informational pop-up window to 
appear. 

The G n S M  Workbench utilities are highly interoperable and use a graphical, direct-manipulation method 
of interaction (commonly referred as "point-and-select" or "drag-and-drop") to facilitate use. For example, 
when using the Data Manager, the user may select a given mission mnemonic to be included in the Data 
Inteflace Specification. Later, when using the Rule Builder, the user can drag the mnemonic from the Data 
Manager into a condition of a rule. Similarly, when using the User Interface Builder, the user can drag a 
Q n S U  dab  variable onto a graphical item in the user interface to associate the variable with the graphical 
object. This pointing technique prevents keyboard mistakes and is faster than typing. 

In Figure 3, the outputs of the GenSAA Workbench utilities are described as reusable application 
components, These components will be placed in a library so that they can be reused in creating the 
specificaftions for new GenSAA expert systems. Operations like cut and paste will be available to allow 
portions o f  previously created specifications to be used in constructing a new expert system. 

GenSM Runtime Envkonment 
The elements of the GenSAA Runtime Environment are called the GenSAA Runtime Components; they are 
used Gt11out change in each GenSM expert system. They control the operation of a GenSAA expert system 
during its execution in a TPOCC control center. They read the D a b  Interface Specification, Rule Base, and 
User Iwteflace Specification files to determine the specific behavior of the GenSAA expert system. The 
G n S M  Runtime Framework is implemented as a pair of Unix processes that communicate with one 
another via message queues. Their functions are as  follows: 
d This component manages the user interface of the GenSAA Expert system. It  
displays user interface windows that contain both text and graphics. Color is used to enhance the display of 
state data, Data-driven display objects are associated with telemetry values received from the TPOCC data 
server and infe~red facts and conclusions received from the Inference Engine. In response to user inputs 
that  include hypestext button events, the User Interface displays selected graphics windows, help text, and 
other informational text. The user interface windows, data-driven objects, and interaction objects are 
defined in the User Intedace Specification that was generated by the GenSkA User Interface Builder. 
e - This sub-element of the User Interface Process requests telemetry from the 
T ecified in the Data Interface Specification. It  formats the real-time data it 
receives and m&es it available to the Inference Engine and User Interface components. 
dh - This component manages the firing of rules in the rule base. A rule is fired 
when all its conditions are satisfied; the conditions will often involve the current values of telemetry, 
user-defined, and inferred data variables. Inferred facts and messages may be sent to the User Intelrface 



component and displayed to the FOA as defined in the User Interface Specification. NMA's ' e x a n p a g e  
Integrated Production System (CLIPS) inference engine forms the core of this component. 
The operational interface with the FOA will typically include color schematics and animated data-dfiven 
objects (such as rotating meters, sliding bar graphs, and toggle switches) that graphically display the 
dynamic values of telemetry data, user-defined data, and inferred conditions. The user inhdaaiee will also 
typically contain hypertext and hypergraphic links to make i t  easy for the spaceera& riln~alyst to quickly 
display graphics windows. 

Figure 4 shows a completed GenSAA expert system in operation. A GenSAA expert sysknn will execute on a 
Unix workstation in the control center. A dedicated Unix workstation is not required, i.e., a CenSM expert 
system can execute on the same workstation as  other TPOCC processes. However, to avoid potential 
performance impacts, the initial GenSAA expert system will reside on a dedicated Unix worksht,ion in the 
SMEX POCC connected to the TPOCC Local Area Network. 

During operation, a GenSAA expert system will interface to the TPOCC soaware via the TPOCC Data 
Server process. This interface will use the standard external interface conventions defined by the TPOCC 
Project. For example, a GenSAA expert system simply submits a request to the TPOCG Data Semes process 
for the telemetry items that were specified in the expert system. No additional data or commands are sent 
to any of the TPOCC processes. 

The GenSAA development team is utilizing a spiral development approach in which two prototypes and an 
operational system will be implemented. The first prototype, called the 'Proof-of-Concept SFProbtype', 
investigated the basic concepts of GenSAA and was completed in August, 1990. The second, called the 
'Functional Prototype', demonstrated the functional characteristics of the GenSkCn Workbench. This 
prototype was completed in October, 1991 and was used Lo assess and refine the functionaiB requirements for 
the operational system. The operational version is scheduled for release in mid 1993. 
GIenSAA will be implemented in C++ using an object-oriented design. This approach has been selected 
because of the following four benefits: First, i t  will allow the reuse of an existing class library developed at 
GSFG (Code 522) for the rapid development of sonware. Second, it will promote modulafity and ease 
integration of the soRware components that will comprise GenSAA. Third, it will allow the core modules of 

Figure 4. A GenSAA Expefl Systern in Operation 



& n S M  to be implemented so that the system can be 
extended for future missions or industrial use without 
major design changes or extensive recoding. Fourth, 
the GenSM development team is optimistic that the 
object-o~ented approach will facilitate maintenance of 
this syste~m. 

Mdt ip le  & n S M  Expert Systems 
& w S M  expe& systems are intended to be relatively 
simple expert systems with small rule bases that are 
typically developed by a single analyst. A typical 
& n S M  ewperhystem might monitor and isolate 
faults for one subsystem on board a spacecraft. To 
handle more complex monitoring situations, involving, 
for example, several spacecraft subsystems, multiple Figure 5. Sharlng data among multiple 

G n S M  exped svskms can be built each responsible GenSAA Expert Systems 

for a discrete subsystem or function. During operation, these expert systems would execute concurrently 
and could share key conclusions with one another using a "publish-and-subscribe'' model of communicating. 

To pedorm the publish-and-subscribe method of information sharing, a fourth component of the GenSAA 
Runtime EnGrowment, the GenSAA Data Server, is used to serve as a central repository to which GenSM 
Expert Systems can "publish" information and from which other "subscribing" GenSAA Expert Systems can 
receive the information when published. As shown in Figure 5, the GenSAA Data Server is a Unix process 
that can receive a real-time stream of user-defined and inferred data variable updates from any GenSAA 
expert system. The GenSAA Data Server distributes the data to any GenSAA expert system that has 
requested it. A given GenSAA expert system only receives those variables i t  specifically requested 
(subsc~bed). The data received by a GenSAA expert system from the GenSAA Data Server is called 
externally generated GenSAA (EGG) data. A GenSAA expert system receives EGG data via its Data 
Hntedace component in exactly the same way as it receives telemetry data from the TPOCC Data Server. 

Within a G n S M  expert system, EGG data can be used in the conditions of rules, and can be associated 
with display items in exactly the same way as  mission, user-defined, and inferred data. The Workbench 
supports *bhe selection of EGG data as a fourth variable type. The Workbench also allows any local 
user-defined or infemed data to be specified as public, to  cause i t  to be sent to the GenSAA Data Server, and 
thereby shared with oother GenSAA expert systems. 

Benefits of G e n S M  
The following benefits are expected to be realized by using GenSAA to build spacecrafi monitoring expert 
systems for future NASA missions: 

FOAs monitor real time data looking for combinations of 
r indications that may signify a problem with the satellib or its 

instruments. The expert systems created with GenSAA will assist the FOAs with the tedious task of data 
monitoring and anlsw them to focus on other, higher-level responsibilities during real-time conhcts with the 
satellik, This, in &urn, will likely result in more efficient and effective operations. 

* S- 

The behavior of' an orbiting satellite is quite dynamic and occasionally different than anticipated. To quickly 
create or modify eelrped systems that can effectively monitor satellites, tools are needed that allow analysts 
$6 formulate rule bases easily without the intervention or delay of knowledge engineers and programmers. 
Several benefits are expected by eliminating these traditional developers. Analysts will be able to create 
rules quickly in response to unforeseen changes in spacecraR behavior or operational procedures. Also, 
knowledge translation errors will be reduced or, a t  least, more easily corrected. Knowledge translation 
errors are errors which are inadvertently introduced during the process of translating a piece of expert 
knowledge into rule form. 

e 1- In addition to assisting the FOAs with real-time spacecraR operations, 



GenSAA will be useful as  a training tool in two ways. First, by utilizing the playback utilities proGded by 
TPOCC, analysts will be able to replay a previous spacecrafi communications event. Thus, a student analyst 
can observe how the expert system handles a specific problem scenario. Exercises like this will provide a 
realistic, hands-on environment for training FOAs in a safe, off-line mode. Second, experiience from previous 
expert system projects indicates that the development of rules used in an expert syskm is a beneficial 
mental training exercise for the FOA. When FOAs create rules themselves, they must consider alternatives 
more closely and may therefore develop a deeper understanding of the problem domain. This approach may 
enable more effective fault isolation methods to be identified. 

e Another benefit of automating fault-isolation tasks with mle-based 
systems is that the resulting rule base serves as  accurate documentation of the fault-isolation method. The 
rule base can be studied by student analysts to learn about fault-isolation Lechniques. Even more 
importantly, mission operations can be better protected against the effects of personnel turnovers. 30CC 
expert systems that capture fault-isolation knowledge preserve expertise from mission to nmission and 
mitigate the impact of the loss of experienced FOAs. 

Although initially developed to support real-time data monitoring in satellite control cenbrs, &nSM will 
support the rapid construction of highly graphical expert systems for a variety of applications throughout 
industry. The Rule Builder and User Interface Builder of the GenSAA WorkBench facilitates the 
development of a knowledge base integrated with a graphical user interface complete with multiple 
windows, user input graphical objects, and data-driven graphical objects such as meters, gauges, and strip 
charts. Using these two WorkBench tools, for example, an organization could easily create expert systems to 
monitor traffic on a computer network or watch over an industrial manufacturing process, searching for 
problems and providing decision support or corrective action if a problem is detected. 

For more complex systems, GenSAA's publish-and-subscribe method of infomation sharing enables multiple 
GenSAA expert systems to share knowledge (configuration values, system status, problem diamoses, data 
analysis results) for distributed, hierarchical problem solving. For our application in the sakBlib control 
center environment, a number of individual GenSAA expert systems are planned to monitor and diamose 
the subsystems onboard the spacecraft and within the ground system. These expert syskms will publish 
their results to a "master" expert system which will monitor knowledge from a number of e x p e ~  systems $0 

provide a high level view and to isolate problems that exist across subsystem boundariies. This approach 
makes GenSAA applicable to a wealth of commercial, distributed systems such as  on-line monitoring and 
diagnosis of telecommunication switching systems or realtime load control of power distribution networks, 

To receive full advantage of the programming-free approach of the GenSAA WorkBench, the third 
component of the GenSAA WorkBench, the Data Manager, requires minor modifications to support 
drag-and-drop capabilities with the other WorkBench tools. The following section briefly desc~bes  the 
approach for customizing GenSAA to support other domains. 

Integrating GenSAA Into Other Environments 

Even without modifications, GenSAA will readily support the development of highly saphieal rule based 
expert systems. However, in order to receive the "programming-free" benefit that this toolset provides, two 
steps must be taken: 1) the domain data must be formatted to allow the Data Manager to &splay it and 
thereby facilitate the drag-and-drop interoperability with the other WorkBench tools, and 2)  the Data 
Interface Subsystem of the GenSAA Runtime Framework must be configured to manage the stream of the 
data selected with the Data Manager. There are basically two approaches for adapting the Runtime 
Framework for a new environment: 

&S - In this approach, the Data Interface subsystem of the & n $ M  
mntime environment is modified to accommodate the existing interface of the data source. The advantage 
to this approach is that the existing data source remains unchanged. However, the disadvantage is that the 
new user must modify unfamiliar code (GenSAA) and re-implement these modifications for any subsequent 
GenSAA releases. 

a r- Perhaps a better approach for integrating GenSPLA with the new data 
source is to create an intermediary process that functions as a TPOCC Data Server from the pe~rspecti~re of 



the G n S M  Data Interface. This process would receive all data requests from GenSAA and forward all data 
from the? data source utilizing the standard TPOCC interface used by GenSAA. Several advantages would 
result: the poup  performing the integration does not have to modify foreign (GenSAA) code, updates to the 
G n S M  tool will not require re-implementation of the customized portions, and conformance to the original 
G n S M  Data Inkerface is maintained. The primary disadvantage is the performance penalty that may 
result from the extra processing in the intermediary process. 

Although the modifications necessary to adapt GenSAA to a new environment may initially sound like too 
much effort, our experience has demonstrated that it is well worth the investment; if multiple expert systems 
are to be developed, the time spent customizing the front end of GenSAA is easily less than the effort that 
would otherwise be necessary to integrate each expert system with the corresponding data source. By 
employing object-ol.iented design techniques in GenSAA, the modification is simplified and isolated to 
specific objects thereby preventing the inadvertent corruption of other GenSAA elements that do not require 
modification. 

Conclusion 

Detecting satelilike anomalies is a challenging task that is becoming more difficult as  spacecraft become more 
complex, the number of sensor points multiplies, and data rates increase. As demonstrated by the CLEAR 
Syshm, fault-isolation expert systems can help human analysts monitor the flood of data. Expert systems 
can accurately monitor hundreds of real-time telemetry parameters and isolate discrepancies and anomalies 
the instant they can be detected. They can alert the analysts while providing advice on how to correct 
problems swifily and effectively. Unfortunately, development of these systems is often time consuming and 
ccstly; moreover, they usually cannot be reused for other missions. 

Consequently, G n S M  is being developed for use by the FOAs who work in satellite control centers. 
& n $ U  is desiped to enable fault-isolation expert systems to be developed quickly and easily, and without 
the delay or costs of knowledge engineers and programmers. By facilitating the reuse of expert system 
elements from mission to mission, GenSAA will reduce development costs, preserve expertise between 
missions and d u ~ n g  periods of personnel turnover, and provide more effective spacecr& monitoring 
capabilities on future missions. In the commercial industry, similar benefits can be realized with expert 
systems, and, although GenSAA was originally developed to assist with spacecran moniloring, i t  naturally 
supports the rapid development and deployment of graphical intelligent monitoring systems in a wide range 
industrial applications. 
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